
  

   
SOURCE G: a cartoon in Punch, 12 August 1914.  
Notice how the cartoon portrays Belgium as a 

threatened child, and the stereotyped figure of 

Germany, as an aggressive military man with sausages 

 

 
SOURCE F. THE SCHLIEFFEN PLAN 

QUESTIONS TO PONDER 

1.  What did Serbia want in 1914? Look back at the causes 

    on page. Explain which of the causes this fit under (2  

    work!) 

2. Describe the events of June 28th, 1914 in a paragraph.  

3. Who was involved in Ferdinand’s assignation?  Explain  

    why they killed him, 

4. Explain how the assaination of the heir to the throne  

    in Austria lead to a war involving most of Europe? 

5.. What was the importance of the Blank Check? Explain 

      how it helped to cause a chain reaction of nations  

     going to war? 

6. Describe how the system of alliances became a major 

     factor in causing the war? Can it happen today? Why  

     or why not? 

7. Read Source B. In your opinion, did Austria really care 

    who killed Franz or did they just want to punish  

    someone? Describe a similar situation you have seen,  

    heard about or experienced.   

8. What was the BLANK Check given by Germany to 

     Austria?  

9.  Read Step one. After Austria sent their ultimatum, ]    

    Serbia sent a response. According to Source C, what  

     term did the Serbs not agree with? 

? 

10. Explain how Russia got involved after Austria declared 

    War on Serbia? 

11.  What does Source d tell us about the Russian  Tsar’s 

   feelings in July 1914? 

12. How and why was Russia forced to mobilize? 

13. How accurate is Source E for an historian who wants 

       to know why the assassination of Franz Ferdinand  

      caused a world war? Use Source e and your own  

      knowledge to explain your answer   

14. Describe the Schlieffen Plan used by Germany at  

        the outbreak of the First World War in 1914.   

15. Look at Source F. Look at the date on the plan. Think 

       about when the war started? Describe what the  

       problem is? 

16.  How did the Schlieffen Plan create a domino effect  

       of nations joining  the war?  

17.   What happened to Belgium in WWI? Why were they  

        involved? 

18.   Describe what  Source G say about Germany’s  

        aggressiveness? 

19. How did David Lloyd George describe his nation’s 

       feelings about the war? Source A on front? 

20. Explain how the Brits got involved in the war?  

21.   Create a short summery for Wikipedia, describing 

       the events that led up to the start of WWI. (should  

       be 7-10 sentences long minimum) 

DSICUSSION “WHO WAS TO BLAME FOR WWI? 

1.  Develop an argument 
2. Find facts to support your side 

3. Be prepared to defend your position 

 


